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Abstract
Various methods of adjusting low-cost and possibly biased
estimates of percent forest coverage from A VHRR data with a
subsample of higher-cost estimates from the USDA Forest Service’s Forest Inventory and Analysis plots were investigated.
Two ratio and two regression estimators were evaluated. Previous work (Zhu and Teuber, 1991) finding that the estimates
from the two different data sources differed the most in
highly fragmented land-use areas led to an investigation into
improving the estimates through the use of independently
derived estimates of population density. It is concluded that
reasonable updates of percent forest area could be obtained
through both the ratio and regression estimators and that use
of population density as a surrogate for land-use fragmentation could help improve the estimators, although more direct
methods of measuring land-use fragmentation might provide
further improvement.

Introduction

The IJSDA Forest Service Southern Forest Experiment Station
Forest Inventory and Analysis Unit (SOFIA ) is responsible for
surveying the forest resources in seven mid-south states and
Puerto Rico. This responsibility was mandated by the Forest
and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974.
Due to the extent of the assignment, surveys for each state
are made about every 7 to 8 years, which can be a very long
time in areas of rapid land-use change. This has led the SOFIA into a dynamic search for intermediate low-cost updating
techniques. Recently, the attention has been on the use of
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer ( AVHRR ) data for
detection of area change. These efforts by SOFIA are described in Zhu (1992) and Zhu and Teuber (1991). In particular, Zhu and Teuber (1991) found that the large pixel size
of AVHRR data (1.1 km square) contributed to bias in the percent forest cover estimates. This is a common problem when
the scale of measurement differs substantially from the scale
of interest or definition. The coarseness of the data contributes not only to excessively smoothed edges but also to both
missed non-forest enclaves in forest land and missed forest
exclaves in non-forest land. Calibration by smaller scale
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measurements should greatly improve the accuracy of forest
cover estimates, especially in highly fragmented land-use areas.
In order to provide updated estimates of percent forest
cover, a method of adjusting the coarse-grained estimates
from AVHRR data with estimates from a small finer-grained
sample, such as from Landsat Thematic Mapper ( TM) data
(30 m by 30 m) or field plots, is necessary. The finding by
Zhu (1992) that the AVHRR based estimates differed from the
accepted Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) estimates inspired this work, in which we calibrate the AVHRR estimates
with FIA estimates from a small sample of counties using ratio and regression estimators. The procedure assumes that
the FIA estimate is correct or at least the one to predict. We
adjust the AVHRR estimates with a few FIA estimates in an attempt to get closer to the answer we would have gotten had
we done a complete FIA survey. We also investigate the inclusion of population density as a surrogate for land-use fragmentation, which Zhu and Teuber (1991) found to contribute
to differences in the two estimates. Both the ratio and regression estimators will be shown to give favorable results with
some small gain possible when population density is considered.
Data
The data for this study were provided by SOFIA and consisted of two estimates of percent forest area in 1982 by
county for the 67 counties in the state of Alabama. One estimate was obtained from standard FIA plots and one estimate
from interpretation of AVHRR data. The processing and supervised maximum-likelihood classification of the AVHRR data is
described in Zhu (1992) and Zhu and Teuber (1991). In addition, population by county was estimated by the U.S. Census
(Anonymous, 1992).

Estimators
Ratio Estimators
The ratio estimators in this section utilize the AVHRR estimates from all of the counties in the state and paired AVHRR
and FIA estimates from a small sample of counties. These estimators assume that the estimate from a complete FIA invenPhotogrammetric Engineering & Remote Sensing,
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tory could be modeled as some constant proportion of the
AVHRR estimate. We consider two ratio estimators resulting
from different assumptions on the variance of the FIA estimate over the range of the AVHRR estimates.
Let x, equal the AVHRR estimate of the percent forest
cover in county i, y, the FIA estimate of the percent forest
cover in county i, and o, the total area of county i, in acres.
After plotting y, against x, in Figure 1 for all of the counties,
we see that the variance of y, is either close to constant over
the range of x, or it is proportional to l/x,. Each variance assumption leads to a different ratio to be used in the estimator. Of course, y, would not usually be available for the
entire population, in which case the assessment of the variance structure must be based on the sample data alone. Following Cochran (1977, p. 160) for the case of constant
variance of y, for each x,, we get the ratio
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Figure 1. The estimates of percent forest cover for each county of Alabama
from a standard FIA inventory verses
the same estimates from AVHRR data.
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where R is the number of counties for which an FIA estimate
is obtained.
If the variance of y, were instead assumed to be proportional to l/x,, the optimal ratio to use in the ratio estimator
would be
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.
.
.
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The simple linear regression estimator of percent forest
land is
Y,, = w,x,&
where

The two ratio estimators of percent forest land would then
be formed: i.e.,
Y”, = W’XR, ; j=1,2

(6)

(3)

(9)

where W is the Nxl vector of the relative county areas (w,);
i.e., the county area (a,) divided by the area of the state A,
and X is the NXl vector of x, values for the entire state.
To obtain a sample estimate for the variance of Y,,, the
residual vectors r, can be formed by calculating each of the n
elements as

Again, as we did for the ratio estimators, after individually calculating the elements of the residual vector (P),

r,) = (y, - R,x,)w,; j=1,2; i=l,..., n .

~,=(y,-(xNb,))~i,

(4)

The sample estimate of the variance of each YR, is then

we estimate the variance of YLR by

N-f) _
v( YL,l =n(n-11 r’f.

NJ (1-J

$‘I-,; j=1,2
VW,,,=n(n-1)
where

f

is the sampling fraction equal to n/N.

Regression Estimators
The simple linear regression estimator calibrating the AVHRR
estimate from the entire state with the small sample of
paired AVHRR and FIA estimates is found by first estimating
the 2X1 coefficient vector
&=(,y: X”))’ X y
where
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(16)

(6)

(111

We can incorporate our knowledge of the population
density into the regression estimator in a number of ways,
depending on how we think population density is related to
land-use fragmentation and then how fragmentation explains
the difference between the two estimates. We chose to use
population density as an additional variable in a multiple regression. After a graphical analysis of the data, the natural
log (In) transformation of population density was chosen to
be used in the multiple regression, because this transformation appeared the most linear. To facilitate the multiple regression method we could form the matrices for the sample
of counties; i.e.,
PE&RS
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1 Xl PI
1 x2 Pz

x,,,,=

.. . .

(12)

. . .

1 x,7 Pn

where p, is natural logarithm of population density of county
i, and for all of the counties,

1 x7 PI
1 x2 Pz

x,v,= . .

.

(13)

1 XY P\

The estimate of the coefficient vector is found by replacing
X,, with X,,,, in Equation 6 to obtain, say, 6,. Likewise, replacing X,\, with X,V,LV and b, with 6, in Equations 8 and 10
yields the multiple regression estimator of percent forest
cover, YL1,l, and the elements of its residual vector. This resulting residual vector is then used as it was in Equation 11
to obtain the sample estimate of the variance, v(Y,\,,J. Although we will not do so in this paper, additional X variables, such as the corresponding estimates from Landsat TM
data, could be added to the regression estimator by appropriately redefining the X matrices.

Methods
Simulation Description
Each run of the simulation consisted of drawing simple random samples without replacement of the counties in Alabama using sample sizes of 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20.
When a county was chosen for the sample the FIA estimate
of percent forest cover and the corresponding AVHRR estimate for that county were used. These sample estimates were
combined with the statewide estimate from the AVHRR data
according to the rules of the two ratio estimators and the two
regression estimators to estimate percent forest cover for the
state. After 10,000 runs, the mean-squared error (MSE) and
bias were estimated for each estimator and each sample size
using the FIA estimate from all 67 counties as the “true” percent forest cover for the state. The variance of the 10,000 estimates of each type was also calculated.
The same statistics were also calculated for the variance
estimators. The approximate true variances, as given in
Cochran (1677, p. 153 and 164), were treated as the “true”
variances and used for the MSE and bias calculations of the
simulation.
Results
Figure 2 gives the results for the estimators of percent forest
cover after 10,000 simulations of the even sample sizes 8
through 20. The figure shows the graphs of MSE, variance,
and bias, relative to the statistics for YM,, as defined above.
The lower x-axis graphs the sample size and the upper x-axis
gives the value of the statistic for &.
We see that, in general, none of the estimators show any
unreasonable level of bias, although the regression estimators
have less bias than the ratio estimators. YR, displays the most
PE&RS

Figure 2. The relative mean-squared error, relative variance, and relative absolute bias of the estimators of percent forest cover verses sample size after 10,000 runs
of the simulation. These values are relative to the respective statistics for Y,, at each sample size, which are
explicitly given above the upper x axis. The percent forest
cover from the FIA data, the “true” value, was 65.16.

-.
bias, always more than twice that of Y,,. Except at a sample
size of 8, YLH shows the least bias.
The ratio estimators are clearly superior in terms of variance at all sample sizes tested, with YRZ having the lowest
variance throughout, supporting the assumption that the variance of y, over the range of x, is approximately proportional
to l/x,. The regression estimator utilizing the population density information (Y,,) dominates the simple linear regression
estimator (Y,,) at all sample sizes greater than 10.
The ratio estimators are superior in terms of meansquared error at the smaller sample sizes, but the influence
of bias becomes more important for the ratio estimators as
sample size increases and variance decreases. Y,, is the lowest in MSE at the two largest sample sizes, with YR, holding
second place.
Figure 3 gives the results for the variance estimators after the 10,000 simulations. The figure graphs the relative
MSE, relative variance, relative absolute bias, and mean of the
variance estimators. As in Figure 2, the lower x-axis gives
the sample size and the upper x-axis of the upper three
graphs gives the value of the statistic for v(Y,,). This figure
shows that both the variance and MSE of v(Y,,J are noticeably smaller than those of the other variance estimators at all
309
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the dominance of the linear regression estimator over the ratio estimator in terms of MSE is only applicable to large samples. Rao (1969) found that the average of the ratios of MSE
for the linear regression estimator over the ratio estimator
was 1.36 for a sample size of 8 and 1.15 for a sample size of
12.
Besides comparing the estimators with each other, we
must also consider the gain achieved by using any of the estimators. Over the entire state, the squared difference between the FIA estimate and the AVHRR estimate is 5.37.
Therefore, if an estimator in our simulation did not produce
an MSE of less than 5.37, the resulting estimates would have,
on the average, been farther from the “truth,” by the
squared-error criterion, than the AVHRR estimate. In this
study, larger MSES than this were obtained with sample sizes
less than 10, while a sample size of 12 was required for the
regression estimators to fall below this threshold. FIA estimates on at least 12 counties were necessary in this instance
to achieve a notable reduction in MSE.
It is possible that some other easily obtained but more
direct measure of land-use heterogeneity would further improve estimates of percent forest land and possibly allow the
use of fewer surveyed counties. County level estimates from
higher resolution LANDSAT data could be used in place of
the FIA estimates in the estimators above for a possible further reduction in cost of calibrating the AVHRR data.
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Figure 3. The relative mean-squared error, relative variance, relative absolute bias, and mean of the variance
estimators verses sample size after 10,000 runs of the
simulation. The top three values are relative to the respective statistics for ~(k’,,,), which are explicitly given
above the upper x axis.

sample sizes. Second and third places for these statistics at
all sample sizes are held by v(YLH) and v(Y, ), respectively,
although the differences are much smaller. !Ihe bias of v(Y,,)
is an order of magnitude greater than the biases of v(YR1) and
v(Y,,). The bias throughout, however, isn’t large enough to
effect a change in ranking of the estimators between the variance and mean squared error plots.

Conclusions

Zhu (1992) had shown that the use of AVHRR data can result
in a valuable updating tool. We have shown that a reasonable improvement in AVHRR updates of percent forest area and
change in forest area could be obtained by incorporating a
small number of county level FIA estimates through both the
ratio and regression estimators.
Very often, sample size is determined by logistical and
financial constraints rather than by statistical constraints. If
one were interested in using the smallest sample of counties
possible in order to minimize cost or field time, the ratio estimators would be hard to beat. These results correspond almost exactly to those of Rao (1969), as quoted in Cochran
(1977), in which eight natural populations were included in
a simulation study. That study demonstrated empirically that
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Natural Resource Data Bases
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16-20 May 1994, Williamsburg, Virginia
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1994. 280 pp. $65 (softcover); ASPRS Members $40. Stock # 4536.

The International Symposium on Spatial Accuracy of Natural Resource Data Bases was organized to bring
together a group of individuals with common interest in the spatial accuracy of natural resource data bases so
that the latest information could be exchanged, and to develop communication pathways that will hopefully long
outlive the meeting.
The workshop was sponsored by the International Union of Forestry Research Organizations Forest
Inventory and Monitoring Subject Group (S4.02) and the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing (ASPRS). The workshop was also endorsed by the Society of American Foresters, GIS Working Group.
This volume of proceedings is a collection of 32 papers that were presented at that meeting, and they
dealing with almost every aspect of spatial accuracy in the natural resources area.

Topics Include:
Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5 Session 6 Session 7 -

Importance of Accuracy I
Importance of Accuracy II
Accuracy of Basic Data I
Accuracy of Basic Data II
Example Applications I
Remote Sensing I
Terrain DEM’s

Session 8 Session 9 Session 10 Session 11 Session 12 Session 13 Posters

Dealing With Accuracy I
Dealing With Accuracy II
Remote Sensing II
Dealing With Accuracy II
Example Applications III
Example Applications IV

For details on ordering, see the ASPRS store in this journal.
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XVIII ISPRS-Congress
Vienna, 9 49 July 1996
Spatial Information
from Images
The Austrian Society for Surveying and Geoinformation (CVG) is the host for the XVIII Congress
of the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS), which will be held
in July 1996, thus returning to Vienna, Austria, after 83 years.

Programme Overview:
-, 9 July, evening: Opening

ceremony and opening addresses in the ceremonial hall of the
former Imperial Palace, the Hofburg.
4 6 and 9 July: 10 Tutorials.
4 From 70 July onwards in the Austria Center Vienna: 73 Keynote Addresses; 80 Technical
Sessions (mainly in English) covering the fields of

Photogrammetry, Computer Vision, Remote Sensing and
Geo-Information Systems;
32. Interactive Sessions (authors briefly present their papers in a lecture hall followed by
discussions in front of posters) .
L) 12 and 13 July: Inter-disciplinary topics and related fields (AARS, CIPA, GPS, IUSM,
OEEPE, International Consulting)
4 From 75 to 79 July: Commercial exhibition in the central area of the modern Austria
Center Vienna. In addition: Members’ exhibition and scientific exhibition.

Other Programme Items:
Technical tours to private companies, governmental organisations and scientific institutions.
Evening at a wine tavern, a “Heurigen”, on 12 July. Castle fete on 15 July. Gala dinner with
dancing in the festival hall of the Vienna City Hall on 18 July. Weekend tours on 14 July to
Graz, Salzburg, Bratislava etc. Pre- and post-congress tours to Prague, Budapest etc.
Special fees for students and seniors. High and medium discounts for registrations before
31 August 1995 and 15 January 1996, respectively. Reductions for groups of 10 and 20 people.
Special low and medium rates for exhibitors before 28 February 1995 and 31 October 1995,
respectively.
See Second Announcement for details.
The Congress-Director
Karl Kraus
Vienna University of Technology
Note:
If you have access to the WorldWideWeb,
you find regularly updated information
about the Congress at the address:
http://www.ipf.tuwien.ac.at/isprs.html
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